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CC

Antigua Seating 
Lounge Chair

Product Dimensions:

Height: 24”

Width: 30.3”

Depth: 31.9”

Weight: 42 lbs.

Product Description: Alfresco Home is pleased to introduce the
Antigua Deep Seating Lounge Chair. European-inspired design and

manufactured from the finest Indonesian Teak – this bold collection is a

true showstopper. Antigua features wide teak slats and a sled base

that catches attention from any angle and makes a statement of style

and comfort. Additionally, it is pre-aged in a “Coastal” finish and is

accented with an elegant weave of solution-dyed belt material on the

back. Finally, the sloped seat, angled back and our revolutionary “Bee

Wett” drainable cushion make this collection not only eye-catching –

but incredibly comfortable as well.

Operational/Functional Aspects: 

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Coastal Teak Finish (a pre-aged or whitewash look)

Designer:
Sako Wijma
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CC

Long Island 
Lounge 

Sectional

Product Dimensions:
Chair Height: 27.6”

Width: 37.8” 

Depth: 35”

Weight: 87.1 lbs.

Product Description: Alfresco Home is pleased to introduce the Long
Island Lounge Sectional. European-inspired design and manufactured

from the finest Indonesian Teak – this collection is unlike anything else

on the market and is sure to turn heads with its unique design. Sitting

on top of a sturdy powder-coated aluminum base, gives the

appearance of large solid teak logs stacked up to surround the

revolutionary “Bee Wett” drainable cushions. The sort of pre-aged

“Coastal” finish adds to the rustic and rugged look of this collection.

Operational/Functional Aspects:

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Coastal Teak Finish (sort of a “pre-aged” or whitewash look)

Designer:
Sako Wijma
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CC

Sarah
Deep Seating 
Lounge Chair

Product Dimensions:
Length: 34.5”

Width: 33” 

Height: 32.5” 

Weight: 28 lbs.

Product Description: Alfresco Home is pleased to introduce the brand-
new Sarah Collection for the 2023 season. This elegant mixed material

collection is made from maintenance-free aluminum frames and is

accented by wicker seat backs to achieve a classic striking

appearance. The aluminum frame is manufactured and finished to

achieve a wood look. The High-Density Polypropylene (HDPP)

Everwoven™ All Weather Wicker is hand-wrapped on the frames and

provides comfort and aesthetics. The collection is finished with thick

comfortable seat and back cushions. Coupled with the with wide

arm rests, this chair is both comfortable and attractive.

Operational/Functional Aspects: 

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Hearth Finish/Heather Weave

Designer:
Sako Wijma
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CC

Diamond 

3-Seater Sofa

Product Dimensions:
Width: 82”

Depth: 35”

Height: 25”

Weight: 60.9 lbs.

Product Description: Diamond 3-seater sofa has a modern and classic
design in a durable and strong material that has a long lifespan. A

modern expression combined with a comfort you rarely see in

outdoor furniture. The 3-seater sofa is made from Cane-Line Soft

Rope, which is a durable and UV-resistant material. The cushions are

made from ultra-soft and comfortable Cane-Line fabric with

QuickDryFoam ®, which allows them to dry quickly after a downpour.

Operational/Functional Aspects: The Diamond 3-seater sofa is
developed in materials which are UV-resistant, durable and

weatherproof. This make the lounge ideal for the life outside.

Additionally, the sofa include our innovative QuickDry & Airflow

system, which ensures that the cushions dries quickly after a

downpour. Lastly, due to the high quality of the material, the sofa

requires minimal maintenance and cleaning.

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Taupe

Designer:
Foersom & Hiort-
Lorenzen MDD
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CC

Korda
Lounge Chair

Product Dimensions:
Depth: 35”

Width: 30.5”

Height: 35”

Seat Height: 19”

Arm Height: 24.75” 

Weight: 30.8 lbs.

Product Description: An ode to the freedom and relaxation of sailing,
the Chippendale-inspired design of Korda features a decorative

hand-painted topper that simulates authentic nautical rope. Its thick

cushions and generous-size seat deliver plush outdoor comfort for all

seasons. The durable aluminum frame can be customized with a wide

selection of rich powder coated finishes.

Operational/Functional Aspects: Cast back can be in a contrasted

finish.

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Multiple finishes available

Designer:
Curtis Bulleman
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PAROS 2-seater
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CC

PAROS 
2-seater

Product Dimensions:
Width: 37.5”

Height: 16.25” 
Length: 84.25”

Weight: 129 lbs.

Product Description: PAROS, a modular lounge system, consists of a specially
developed natural and tactile DEDON Fiber, almost like vine, that is handwoven
over a powder-coated aluminum frame. The signature feet are made of
stainless steel. PAROS is characterized by simple low-lying forms that seem to be
floating above the ground.

Operational/Functional Aspects: Versatile and comfortable PAROS with its low-
lying forms becomes part of the landscape for any gathering. With its large 
circular feet, the collection can be set on the grass, ground or terrace. Strong 
and weather-resistant, PAROS is easy to maintain. The extra wide arm and 
backrests can be sat on in comfort. 

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Silt (a warm matte brown colorway that easily melts with organic elements)

Designer:
Jean-Marie Massaud
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CC

Wren Lounge 
Chair

Product Dimensions:

Width: 30”

Depth: 33” 

Height: 41” 

Weight:

Product Description: Homecrest’s new Wren lounge chair is inspired by an
Albatross in flight, the arms curving in graceful arches like those of the regal bird’s
wings as it glides over water. Its visual appeal and sturdy design make it a versatile
piece that suits any outdoor space. The frame is constructed using powder-
coated aluminum extrusions, ensuring maximum durability and weather
resistance, while the comfortable cushions offer a seating experience that is as
relaxing as it is functional.

Operational/Functional Aspects: Wren’s smooth features and durable structure 
combine to create a piece that is both aesthetically pleasing and practical. This 
collection is made with powder-coated aluminum extrusions that resist rust and 
require little maintenance. High resilient furniture-grade foam in the seat cushion 
offers outstanding ergonomic support, while the moisture-resistant ticking 
wrapped around it prevents moisture penetration, encouraging faster drying times 

and minimal maintenance.

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Carbon, Glacier, Hickory, Niko, Onyx, Sedona, Storm, Titan and Umber

Designer:
Brian Mehler
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Mila 

Lounge Chair

Homecrest 
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CC

Mila 
Lounge Chair

Product Dimensions:

Width: 34”

Depth: 29.5” 

Height: 33”

Weight:

Product Description: Mid-century modern meets Art Deco in
Homecrest’s Mila lounge chair. With fluid arms evocative of a waterfall,

this collection offers a simple, face forward design that is equal parts

form and function. Its solid aluminum frame and powder-coated

finishes ensure that this collection performs well in a variety of outdoor

environments. Available in hundreds of fabric options, the moisture-

resistant, high resilient cushions offer a luxurious sit to complete the Mila

collection.

Operational/Functional Aspects: Mila provides a unique appearance
and comfortable sit that is ideal for outdoor lounging in any climate. Its

solid aluminum frame gives this collection extra strength and weight,

allowing it to withstand weather conditions from coast to coast.

Combine this with its durable cushions, and you have a piece that is

built to withstand the elements. Not only do these cushions offer

unparalleled comfort and longevity, but the high resilient foam also

provides excellent elasticity and a stronger structure than conventional

foams.

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Carbon, Glacier, Hickory, Niko, Onyx, Sedona, Storm, Titan and Umber

Designer:
Brian Mehler
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CC

Savannah
Lounge Chair

Product Dimensions:

Width: 32”

Length: 35” 

Height: 36”

Weight: 32 lbs.

Product Description: Jensen Outdoor is proud to introduce the
craftsman-inspired Savannah – Lounge Chair as a nod to experiencing

Americana through details in design. The frame is robustly crafted from

100% FSC® Certified teak timber. With its natural elegance, immense

strength and extraordinary durability, sustainably-sourced teak is one of

the world’s most sought-after tropical hardwoods for luxury outdoor

furniture. This collection embodies the simplicity in construction

techniques of the craftsman movement with a pyramidal crown atop

the seat rest arms that connects directly to the front leg of the chair.

Additionally, the under-arm post ties the detailing of this timeless classic

together.

Operational/Functional Aspects: Savannah – Lounge Chair offers
durable comfort with understated lines reminiscent of middle-America.

Notice the dished, all-wood seat back supporting your choice of

Sunbrella® covered cushion. Following the line down, the angled rear

seat legs provides just the right inclination to relax for hours on end.

Offered with hidden yellow zinc-plated steel hardware.

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Teak & your choice of Sunbrella® Fabric

Designer:
Frederic Doughty
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Tempo – All Weather 
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CC

Tempo – All-
Weather Lounge 

Chair

Product Dimensions:

Width: 32”

Length: 35” 

Height: 36”

Weight: 38 lbs.

Product Description: Jensen Outdoor is proud to introduce the Italian-

designed, all-weather Tempo – Lounge Chair as a collection you can set

and forget outside without the concern of moving your cushions whenever

overcast skies turn to rain. The frame is finely crafted from 100% FSC®-

Certified Ipe timber. The deep, chocolate-brown color of Ipe timber can

be enjoyed for generations or allowed to transform with sun and time into a

silver patina that highlights its natural beauty. This collection embodies

Italian elegance expressed in the soft curves of the seat being cradled by

the firm lines of the Ipe wood frame. Additionally, contrast stitched seam

adds a pop of interest to an already interesting frame.

Operational/Functional Aspects: Tempo – All-Weather Lounge Chair offers

durable comfort with sleek lines found until recently only indoors. Notice the

durable yet-supple UltraFabrics waterproof vinyl cushions offered in

Whitewater, Cream, and Stone hues. Designed to be easy to care for the

waterproof covers (and cushions) are connected to the frame via hidden

hardware that can be easily removed when it comes time to re-stain the

Ipe wood and restore its chocolate-brown color

Colors of Finishes Available: 

Ipe Wood with Whitewater, Cream or Stone UltraFabrics Waterproof Vinyl

Designer:
Edi & Paolo Ciani
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CC

Avila

Product Dimensions:

Width: 32”

Depth: 30” 

Height: 36”

Weight: 50 lbs.

Product Description: With a distinct Scandinavian feeling, the silhouette
of the Avila chair showcases its clean lines through design simplicity.

Refined details include faceted arms and subtle radius edges that

highlight and define the soft curves of the frame. The Paloma Grey

finish enhances the fresh modern appeal of the collection and

emulates the appealing natural patina of aging teak wood. The

cushions feature a fiber coil core for superior comfort, and the box

border cushions are finished with a top-stitch detail for a crisp, tailored

appearance.

Operational/Functional Aspects: Maintaining its modern European
inspiration with a slightly lower seat and overall smaller scale, this

collection features a sofa, matching occasional tables and dining

options.

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Paloma Grey
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CC

OHANA 
Balloon 

Lounge Chair

Product Dimensions:

Width: 31”

Depth: 35”

Height: 63”

Seat Height: 15”

Weight: 24 lbs.

Designer:
Mamagreen

Design Team

Product Description: Originating in 16th Century France, the classic
balloon chair has been updated with a 21st century twist. The OHANA

Balloon Lounge Chair features a sturdy, powder coated frame

wrapped in a meticulously hand woven and knotted Olefin rope. A

semi-soft seat cushion is supported by a mesh seat deck and is

completed with a loose back pillow for added comfort and support.

The sled legs create a substantial, yet minimal base and is also

available with optional added weight for high wind situations. The

OHANA Balloon Chair is also available in a dining version that will

become a statement piece at any table, inside or out.

Operational/Functional Aspects: Mesh deck for air flow and enhanced
seating experience. Option to add ballast to piece for high wind

situations.

Colors of Finishes Available: 
16 powder coat finishes, 8 rope colors, any standard Sunbrella, Agora 

or Batyline Elios fabric



CC
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CC

HACIENDA 
Sectional

Product Dimensions:

Width: 132”

Length: 132”

Height: 27.5”

Seat Height: 16”

Arm Height: 22”

Weight: 240 lbs.

Designer:
Mamagreen

Design Team

Product Description: Smooth sanded premium teak and a semi-organic
form combine to created the alluring HACIENDA sectional. While the

arms and backrests insert into the sectional frame to allow versatility

and shape, the Sunbrella wrapped seat cushions are supported by a

combination of mesh deck and webbing that creates a superior

seating experience. Cushions are also available with an optional

Stamskin faux leather piping accent. Modular components of the

sectional include end pieces with integrated tables made of either

smooth sanded teak or our durable high-pressure laminate. Other

pieces in the collection include round accent tables and sun loungers.

Operational/Functional Aspects: Sectional components include left-
hand and right-hand modules with integrated side tables in Teak or

High-Pressure Laminate. Corner piece, ottomans, 2-seat and 3-seat

sofas

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Natural teak, 7 High Pressure Laminate finishes, any standard Sunbrella, 

Agora or Batyline Fabric
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CC

Northgate 
Woven Aluminum 
Theater Recliner 

Seating Set

Product Dimensions:

Width: 

Depth:

Height:

Weight:

Product Description: Northgate 7-piece woven aluminum theater
recliner seating set with slatted top chow table and cushioned bench

consisting of: 1 curved 3-seater sofa with 2 toss pillows, 2 recliner

lounge chairs, 1 bench/ottoman, 1 slatted top chow table and 2

slatted top wedge tables with woven shelf. Packed in 2 boxes.

Operational/Functional Aspects: Comfortable recliners with Leggett &
Platt; mechanisms built for outdoor use; generous sized chow table;

dark brown weave with Sunbrella cushions and toss pillows; aluminum

frame.

Colors of Finishes Available: 
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CC

Palmera
Lounge Chair

Product Dimensions:

Width: 27.5”

Depth: 28”

Height: 30”

Seat Height: 16”

Weight: 26 lbs.

Product Description: Inspired by a hammock’s embrace and its craftsmanship, as well

as the mesmerizing effect of sunlight filtering through palm trees, Palmera evokes

daylight hours spent soaking in the rhythmic nature of the outdoors. The supportive,

hammock-like structure consists of 28 hand-set, contoured rods bonded by 148

resistance welds, marrying handcraft with modern manufacturing processes. The

wireframe seat suspends from the continuous-line frame, lending it visual lightness and a

sculptural quality. The subtle tapered leg elevates the refined design. Soft form,

curvilinear cushions hug the frame and the chair’s occupant enhancing the leisurely

comfort. With its timeless aesthetic and gestural lines, Palmera is poetry at rest.

Operational/Functional Aspects: Palmera's contoured shape envelops you, and the

just-right recline angle encourages you to linger at the table awhile. Designed to

perform in demanding outdoor environments, Palmera brings contract-grade quality

with an appealing residential aesthetic to outdoor dining spaces—from hospitality to

home. While its design has a visual lightness, the chairs are substantial enough for high

wind applications. Pavilion’s coating process couples a marine-grade primer with

architectural powder coat paint for a long-lasting, premium finish. The tailored cushions

provide water-resistant, quick-dry performance with high-quality outdoor fabrics.

Palmera is backed by the Pavilion limited lifetime warranty.

Colors of Finishes Available: 13 paint finishes in a range of warm and cool neutrals and 

a range of high-performance fabrics available graded in or COM

Designer:
Stark Scott Studio



CC

Palmera

Rocking Chair

Pavilion



CC

Palmera
Lounge Chair

Product Dimensions:

Width: 27.5”

Depth: 34”

Height: 30”

Seat Height: 16”

Weight: 30.5 lbs.

Product Description: Inspired by a hammock’s embrace and its craftsmanship, as well

as the mesmerizing effect of sunlight filtering through palm trees, Palmera evokes

daylight hours spent soaking in the rhythmic nature of the outdoors. The supportive,

hammock-like structure consists of 28 hand-set, contoured rods bonded by 148

resistance welds, marrying handcraft with modern manufacturing processes. The

wireframe seat suspends from the continuous-line frame, lending it visual lightness and a

sculptural quality. The subtle tapered leg elevates the refined design. Soft form,

curvilinear cushions hug the frame and the chair’s occupant enhancing the leisurely

comfort. With its timeless aesthetic and gestural lines, Palmera is poetry at rest.

Operational/Functional Aspects: Palmera's contoured shape envelops you, and the

just-right recline angle encourages you to linger at the table awhile. Designed to

perform in demanding outdoor environments, Palmera brings contract-grade quality

with an appealing residential aesthetic to outdoor dining spaces—from hospitality to

home. While its design has a visual lightness, the chairs are substantial enough for high

wind applications. Pavilion’s coating process couples a marine-grade primer with

architectural powder coat paint for a long-lasting, premium finish. The tailored cushions

provide water-resistant, quick-dry performance with high-quality outdoor fabrics.

Palmera is backed by the Pavilion limited lifetime warranty.

Colors of Finishes Available: 13 paint finishes in a range of warm and cool neutrals and 

a range of high-performance fabrics available graded in or COM

Designer:
Stark Scott Studio
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CC

Delano

Product Dimensions:
31” x 31.5” x 26”

Weight: 39 lbs.

Product Description: Powder-coated aluminum, boasting a 1.5” Tubular and

rounded frame and a 6” solution-dyed acrylic seat cushion.

Operational/Functional Aspects: Delano puts a contemporary twist on a 

traditional design. Attractive and fresh for a wide range of buyers.

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Slate Grey or Polar White Finish
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CC

Provo

Lounge Chair

Product Dimensions:
29” x 34.5” x 31”

Weight: 41 lbs.

Product Description: Provo is constructed with an all-weather flat rope
wicker onto a reinforced textured powder coat frame and a 6”

solution-dyed acrylic seat cushion.

Operational/Functional Aspects: Provo is an attention grabbing, sleek
and stylish sled-base design that can elevate any outdoor transitional,

modern or contemporary space. Flat rope wicker sets this group apart

from any other.

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Matte Black Frame with Sage Green Flat Rope Wicker or Polar White 

Frame with Admiral Blue Flat Rope Wicker



CC

Kingston Lounge Chair
Plank and Hide



CC

Kingston
Lounge Chair

Product Dimensions:
34.5” x 37” x 30”

Weight: 49 lbs.

Product Description: This generously proportioned seating group is
woven in a multi-color all-weather weave, then framed with an

exposed tubular aluminum powder coat frame and a 6” solution-dyed

acrylic seat cushion.

Operational/Functional Aspects: Elevate everything about your
outdoor space with our nod to deconstructed mid-century design. An

architectural, steel tube frame envelops a low-slung bucket seat,

topped with a thick box cushion for a sit you will feel comfortably

surprised by. Super comfortable and an on-trend look for any outdoor

entertainment area.

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Matte Black Frame with Toffee Weave



CC

Genval High 

Back Chair

Ratana



CC

Genval High 

Back Chair
Product Description: Featured with our grey Durarope™ woven
intertwined patterned design and accented with black powder

coated aluminum frames. The high back design provides comfort

and privacy while the side openings allow people to enjoy outdoor

privacy. Aluminum trays on both sides are perfect for cell phone, drink

or magazine.

Operational/Functional Aspects:

Colors of Finishes Available: Grey

Product Dimensions:

Width: 43.5” 

Depth: 34.5” 

Height: 45.25” 

Weight: 80 lbs. 



CC

Mia 6pc 

Sectional

Seaside 
Casual



CC

Mia 6-piece 

Sectional

Product Description: EnviroWood® Frames with Cushions in Sunbrella
Fabric. Designed with flexibility and practicality at the forefront, the

Mia sectional clean mitered connections. Modern, sculpted cushion

style with a soft comfortable feel. Integrated sectional clip system

designed to keep seats from shifting around. Smaller footprint to fit

any space with options to expand. Hidden fasteners for a

sophisticated indoor finish. Angled back for comfort.

Operational/Functional Aspects: Say Hello to Mia. The MIA (me-ah)
Collection features a Modern, Inviting, Aesthetic that offers deep-

seating comfort and beauty to your outdoor spaces. MIA features the

best of both worlds, with sectional and sofa/loveseat applications

that feature single, double and triple seating options in a space-

efficient and contemporary design. Stylish, comfortable and

practical, MIA manages to fit in any setting from the balcony to the

patio, to the just about any place you can imagine.

Colors of Finishes Available: White, Natural, Grey, Charcoal, Black, 
Heathered Teak, Heathered Smoke, Heathered Walnut, Heathered 

Stone

Product Dimensions:

Width: 107” 

Length: 107” 

Height: 31” 

Weight: 362 lbs. 
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Rocking Lounge
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CC

Avondale 
Rocking 
Lounge

Product Description: The Avondale Rocking Lounge is the result of re-
imagining traditional rocking chairs into a contemporary design. This

large-scale rocking chair is made comprised of extruded and

powder-coated aluminum. It is available in two finishes, Chalk or

Slate Grey. The cushions are available in either our Standard Plus or

Dream comfort styles, and they can be made in a large variety of

outdoor fabrics.

Operational/Functional Aspects:

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Chalk (White) or Slate Grey

Product Dimensions:

Width: 30.5” 

Depth: 41.75” 

Height: 32.5” 

Weight: 22 lbs.



CC

Pointe Lounge Chair
Summer Classics



CC

Pointe 

Lounge Chair
Product Description: Inspired by mid-century modern design styling,
this chair combines natural marine-grade teak with UV-resistant resin

wicker. The teak frame is built with mortise and tenon journey. The

cushions are available in either our Standard Plus or Dream Comfort

styles. The cushions are available in a large variety of outdoor fabrics.

Operational/Functional Aspects:

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Natural Teak with natural colored resin wicker weave.

Product Dimensions:

Width: 31.25” 

Depth: 32.75” 

Height: 34” 

Weight: 35 lbs.



CC

Havana Euro 
Lounge

Summer 
Classics



CC

Havana Euro 

LoungeProduct Description: In an effort to bring more versatility to our
popular Havana collection, we added a lounge chair to bring this

mid-century modern look into deep seating. This chair is comprised of

tapered aluminum and powder-coated extrusions with UV-resistant

resin wicker that is hand-woven onto the frame. This is available in

Chalk or Midnight frame color paired with a natural-colored caning

weave.

Operational/Functional Aspects:

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Chalk (White) or Midnight (Black) with natural-colored resin caning

Product Dimensions:

Width: 26.25” 

Depth: 29” 

Height: 31” 

Weight: 15 lbs.



CC

Welles Cushion Arm Chair
Telescope Casual Furniture



CC

Welles Cushion 
Armchair

Product Description: Drawing inspiration from a mid-century modern
folding collection made by our company in 1966, the Welles

Armchair features a clean, timeless, updated design, made with the

latest materials. A powder-coated aluminum frame forms the

sophisticated styling, while the polymer arms and “leg ends” set off

the unique style of this design.

Operational/Functional Aspects: Made with the latest materials, this
chair has superior comfort while maintaining clean, modern lines. The

customer can choose between matching polymer and powder

coated aluminum for a clean appearance, contrasting solid Marine

Grade Polymer accents for a fresh look or natural looking Rustic

Polymer for the classic look of wood, with the long-lasting durability of

our finest polymer materials.

Colors of Finishes Available: 
9 powder-coated colors available with 12 accent polymer colors to 

choose from, and 136 Sunbrella cushion fabrics.

Designer:

Carol Scott

Product Dimensions:
Width: 26” 

Depth: 35.5” 

Height: 38.25” 

Weight: 20 lbs.


